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Introduction 
 

The Town of Milton is a suburban community which borders the cities of Boston and Quincy and the 

towns of Dedham, Canton and Randolph.  
 

Milton residents treasure the residential nature of the town, with its mix of suburban and rural elements, 

and thousands of acres of protected lands.  However, this causes many residents to travel out of town to 

work, eat and shop.  In addition, many non-residents travel through town on their way to and from work, 

including some cyclists. 
 

The Milton Bicycle Advisory Committee wishes to suggest improvements that the Town of Milton may 

incorporate into its new Master Plan.  We believe that these suggestions will help to improve 

accessibility and the sense of community, resulting in a more livable and vibrant Milton. 
 

The Committee’s comments are based on first-hand experience as well as feedback from friends and 

neighbors.  In summary, we recommend encouraging bicycling to: 

 Improve public health and the safety for cyclists, pedestrians and motorists on local streets 

 Reduce traffic and parking congestion and the associated costs to residents and the town 

 Improve bicycle access to businesses and residences within Milton and in neighboring 

communities, for residents of all ages and economic levels 

 Boost the economy by creating an environment that is an attractive destination for residents, 

tourists and businesses 

 Enhance recreational opportunities 

 Improve the behavior of cyclists and motorists 

 Improve the environment 

 

Background 
 

There are numerous benefits to bicycling, whether for fun, fitness, to save money or to save time by 

avoiding traffic jams.  
 

Milton Bicyclists 
 

The most common perception about bicycling in Milton is that it is primarily for recreation.  It is true 

that a majority of local cyclists are on recreational rides, especially on the weekends, however, traffic 

counts show that during the weekday rush hours, the majority of local cyclists are commuters. 
 

Commuter or utility cyclists travel by bicycle to get to destination such as work or shopping.  There are 

many reasons why people may be utility cyclists; they may be too young to drive, they may have health 

restrictions preventing them from driving, they may not have the financial resources to spend on a car, 

or they may choose to for health or for the fun of it.  People are generally happier bicycling to 

destinations compared to those stuck in car traffic. 
 

Bicycling is a crucial means of transportation for the poor and under-represented. Look behind 

restaurants and convenience stores, and you'll frequently find those workers got there by 

bicycle.  Bicycles are also popular among many under-represented immigrant groups. Near Milton, the 

largest such community is the Asian immigrant community in Quincy. 
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Background 
 

Children are a special case.  They tend to bike for utility and for recreation, but they are smaller, less 

visible, less experienced and more unpredictable so they need special consideration with respect to 

facilities design and education. 
 

Types of cyclists 
 

The Strong and Fearless 

People who will ride regardless of roadway conditions. They are ‘bicyclists" riding is a strong part of 

their identity and they are generally undeterred by roadway conditions. 
 

The Enthused and the Confident 

People who are comfortable sharing the roadway with automotive traffic, but they prefer to do so 

operating on their own facilities. 
 

The Interested But Concerned 

Residents who are curious about bicycling and about the need for people to lead more active lives. 

They would like to ride more, but they are afraid to. 
 

No Way, No How 

People who are currently not interested in bicycling at all, for any number of reasons. 
 

Reference: http://bikeportland.org/2006/12/07/what-type-of-cyclist-are-you-2650 
 

In Milton, there is a small-to-moderate fraction of the riding populace who are 'Strong and 

Fearless'.  They are mostly male and consist of experienced recreational riders who participate in group 

rides with the Blue Hills Cycling Club or the New England Mountain Bike Association.  A smaller 

fraction of the ‘Strong and Fearless’ group are experienced commuters, including some women. 
 

More local riders fall into the 'Enthused and the Confident' group.  Adding bike lanes and improving 

connections between existing bike routes and promoting trails would help these riders. 
 

The 'Interested But Concerned' group includes many parents of young children. They can be seen biking 

on sidewalks or even driving to safe routes like the Neponset trail.  Adding protected bike lanes, multi-

use paths and completing missing connections along the Neponset and Pine Tree Brook would help to 

encourage greater participation among these people. 

 

Results of Bike Traffic Count Studies: 
 

The Bicycle Advisory Committee has conducted a number of traffic counts to quantify the existing level 

of bicycle usage and to better understand demographics and local challenges. 
 

The highest counts were at the Neponset Greenway, in the Blue Hills Reservation, and on Blue Hills 

Parkway, all bike-friendly locales. 
 

The lowest counts were at Paul’s Bridge (Neponset Valley Parkway), Blue Hill Avenue (boundary with 

Mattapan) and East Milton Square, all challenging locations to negotiate on a bicycle. 
 

The majority of weekend cyclists tend to be recreational, and recent counts show that they do outnumber 

the weekday commuters.  Commuter cyclists do outnumber recreational cyclists during weekday rush 

hours. 

http://bikeportland.org/2006/12/07/what-type-of-cyclist-are-you-2650
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Background 
 

Results of Bike Traffic Count Studies (continued): 
 

Children do participate in the Safe Routes to Schools programs.  The Glover elementary school almost 

always has the highest participation rates.  We believe this is due to proximity to the Turner’s Pond Path, 

a safe route that connects much of the neighborhood directly to the school. 
 

 
 

Among Milton cyclists, men typically outnumber women more than 4:1.  Talking to local women, many 

express concern that they do not feel safe riding on roads, especially with children.  We believe that the 

town should take steps to make the roads feel safer through traffic calming measures and enforcement, 

and where possible, build and promote protected bike lanes, multi-use paths or off-road trails. 
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Bicycle Routes Today – Strava Data 
 

The most comprehensive source for local bicycle travel data is available from Strava Labs.  Strava is a 

service that compiles users bicycle GPS data and analyzes it so they know where, how far and how fast 

they traveled.  It is used mainly by upscale cyclists who can afford a GPS unit or a smartphone, and who 

want to track their rides.  Other cyclists, like children and the poor, are under-represented on these maps.  

Recreational cyclists are well represented, but transportation cyclists are probably underrepresented. 
 

Strava has released anonymized data which shows where people who use their service bicycle and 

roughly how many bike there.  The following image was copied from their database and shows Milton 

and nearby communities.  Light blue routes indicate low levels of bicycle travel, while red indicates high 

levels of bicycle travel.   
 

 
Source: http://labs.strava.com/heatmap/#13/-71.08340/42.23316/gray/bike 

http://labs.strava.com/heatmap/#13/-71.08340/42.23316/gray/bike
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Bicycle Routes Today – Strava Data  
 

Interpretations of the Strava data: 
 

Eliot Street is very heavily used, and should have sharrows.  However, traffic will likely decrease when 

the Neponset Greenway is completed in 2016. 
 

Reedsdale Road has sharrows on it, but people don't feel comfortable biking on it.  Protected bike lanes 

and/or a lane diet would be helpful. 
 

Centre Street is heavily used by cyclists and sharrows should be installed on it. 
 

Canton Avenue is used very heavily, and should have sharrows along the entire length, not just north of 

Blue Hills Parkway. 
 

Granite Avenue doesn't have sharrows or bike lanes, but it is one of the few links to Boston so people do 

bike on it. 
 

Quarry Street and Grove / Bates are more popular connections to Quincy than Adams Street, likely due 

to lower car traffic. 
 

Blue Hills roads are heavily used, and should have sharrows and wide shoulders 
 

Brush Hill Road / Neponset Valley Parkway / Enneking Parkway is a top route connecting cyclists from 

Boston and points north to the Blue Hills Reservation.  The southern end of Brush Hill Road should 

have sharrows. 
 

Adams Street's sharrows are used more than Pleasant Street’s bike lanes and Edge Hill Road's sharrows. 
 

The Neponset Greenway and Truman Parkway bike lane is very heavily used, as should be expected 

from a cycletrack/multi-use path. 
 

Route 28 to Randolph is not used much at all.  It should be made safer. 
 

Route 138 to Canton sees a lot of use, and could be safer.  The northern three-quarters of Route 138 

(Blue Hill Avenue) is not biked as much, possibly partly because it is not marked for bicycles, and also 

because it is not as secluded as the Blue Hills Reservation. 
 

Chickatawbut Road and Granite Street are heavily used to get to/from Braintree and Quincy. 
 

The Pine Tree Brook Path is used by many students going to the high school and middle school, but it 

does not show up on the Strava GPS data set.  Its use should not be underestimated, and the trail system 

should be better promoted for recreation, transportation, and bicycle safety. 
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Bicycle Routes Today – Strava Data 
 

Interpretations of the Strava data: 
 

 
Strava bicycle GPS data shows that local cyclists 

shop at East Milton Square businesses.  It would 

benefit local businesses if we were to encourage 

this.  Each bike rack can serve far more people 

than each parking space, and at a lower cost.  

 
Strava data shows that local cyclists shop at Bent’s 

Cookie Factory. 

 

 
Strava GPS data shows that local cyclists shop at 

the Houghton’s Pond food concession stand. 

 
Strava GPS data shows that, like drivers, local 

cyclists leave town to get refreshments at local 

convenience stores and restaurants, like these in 

Canton. 
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Safety Concerns 
 

Reviewing the history of local crashes can provide insights as to areas that may need road improvements 

and/or greater enforcement. 

 

Cyclist crashes and events 
 

September 2013 

Milton resident, female cyclist struck at Blue Hill Avenue near Eliot Street; transported to hospital with 

broken collarbone 
 

2012 

Milton resident, female cyclist struck at Paul's Bridge (Neponset Valley Parkway), transported to 

hospital 
 

2012 

Boston resident, male cyclist struck by object thrown from motor vehicle in Milton 

This professional cyclist and team manager is outspoken and has a large online following and reported 

this incident to his followers, which reflected poorly on Milton.  However, a quick follow-up response 

by the Milton Police Department helped to allay those concerns. 
 

November 2011 

Local bicycle daredevil went for a bike ride on I-93 in East Milton and was arrested by the 

Massachusetts State Police. 

 

Pedestrian fatalities 
 

December 8, 2012 

78-year-old woman struck and killed while walking across Highland Street near Milton Hospital 
 

November 2, 2012 

Elderly man struck and killed while walking across Randolph Avenue near Heather Drive 
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Recommendations – General: 
 

The Bicycle Advisory Committee suggests the Town follow the general guidelines laid out by the 

League of American Bicyclists for becoming a more bicycle-friendly community: 
 

Engineering:  Creating safe and convenient places to ride and park 
 

Education:  Giving people of all ages and abilities the skills and confidence to ride 
 

Encouragement:  Creating a strong bike culture that welcomes and celebrates bicycling 
 

Enforcement:  Ensuring safe roads for all users 
 

Evaluation & Planning:  Planning for bicycling as a safe and viable transportation option 

 

Suggested Town Goals: 
 

 Create a Bicycle Coordinator part-time position to manage the town’s bicycle-related planning, 

construction, promotion, education and enforcement efforts. 

 Include the Bicycle Coordinator and/or members of the Bicycle Advisory Committee in Traffic 

Commission meetings.  

 Adopt a target level of bicycle use (e.g. percent of trips) and safety metrics to be achieved within a 

specific timeframe, and improve data collection necessary to monitor progress. 

 Provide safe and convenient bicycle access to all parts of the community through a signed network 

of on- and off-street facilities, low-speed streets, and secure parking. Local cyclists should be 

involved in identifying maintenance needs and ongoing improvements. 

 Establish information programs to promote bicycling for all purposes, and to communicate the many 

benefits of bicycling to residents and businesses (e.g. with bicycle maps, public relations campaigns, 

neighborhood rides) 

 Make the Town a model employer by encouraging bicycle use among its employees (e.g. by 

providing parking, showers and lockers). 

 Ensure town policies, plans, codes, and programs are updated and implemented to take advantage of 

every opportunity to create a more bicycle-friendly community. Staff in all departments should be 

offered training to better enable them to complete this task. 

 Educate all road users to share the road and interact safely. Road design and education programs 

should combine to increase the confidence of bicyclists. 

 Enforce traffic laws to improve the safety and comfort of all road users, with a particular focus on 

behaviors and attitudes that cause motor vehicle/bicycle crashes. 

 Develop special programs to encourage bicycle use in communities where significant segments of 

the population do not drive (e.g. through Safe Routes to Schools programs) and where short trips are 

most common. 

 Promote intermodal travel between public transport and bicycles, e.g. by putting bike racks on buses, 

improving parking at transit, and improving access to rail and public transport vehicles. 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
 

Engineering design may have the greatest impact on traffic flow and the safety of road users.  As an 

example, the Neponset Valley Parkway intersection with Brush Hill Road and Milton Street was 

designed with poor lines of sight, areas where the road narrows suddenly, poor directional guidance and 

no crosswalks or sidewalks.  This area has consistently had one of the highest crash rates in town. 
 

By prioritizing areas that need design improvements, we can help bring our streets up to modern codes 

and make them safer for all users – especially vulnerable users like pedestrians and cyclists. 
 

Different types of cyclists approach road and trail use differently.  Looking at cyclists around town, 

you’ll see that some are confident bicycling on main roads, while others are not.  While it may be 

acceptable for children to bike on sidewalks on local streets, doing so in crowded business districts may 

not be. 
 

Confident “Strong And Fearless” cyclists are generally comfortable bicycling on roads, but 

improvements like signage, dedicated bike lanes or sharrows will help to minimize potential interactions 

between motorists and cyclists and encourage more participation by the “Enthused And Confident” 

cyclists. 
 

 “Interested But Concerned” cyclists generally prefer to be completely separated from motor vehicle 

traffic.  Many of these participants can be seen biking on sidewalks or on the Neponset Greenway.  

Encouraging more participation would require improvements like protected bike lanes, more off-road 

trails, better connections between trails, and better promotion of and wayfinding for all routes. 
 

Preferred bicycle accommodations, in order of most desirable to least desirable are: 

 Multi-use paths or cycle-tracks 

 Protected bike lanes 

 Bike lanes 

 Sharrows 

 Share-the-road signage with 4-foot minimum width shoulders 
 

While financial, space and environmental concerns may preclude the installation of the preferred bicycle 

accommodations, the town should strongly consider doing its best, as these investments will help to 

improve the livability of Milton neighborhoods and improve property values. 
 

Cyclists mainly use the town’s arterial roads.  We recommend installing or improving bicycle 

accommodations on these roads: 
 

Town: 

 Granite Avenue – recommended: protected bike lane 

 Bryant Avenue – recommended: protected bike lane 

 Adams Street – recommended: sharrows 

 Randolph Avenue – recommended: sharrows 

 Canton Avenue – recommended: sharrows, and/or upgrade sidewalk to a multi-use path 

 Centre Street – recommended: sharrows 

 Brook Road – recommended: protected bike lane 

 Brush Hill Road (southern end) – recommended: sharrows 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
 

Town 

 Eliot Street – recommended: sharrows 

 Central Avenue – recommended: multi-use path 

 Harland Street – recommended: sharrows 

 Milton Street – recommended: sharrows 

 Squantum Street – recommended: sharrows 

 Thacher Street – recommended: sharrows 

 Pleasant Street / Edge Hill Road – recommended: bike lane 

 Reedsdale Road – recommended: protected bike lane with lane diet 

DCR: 

 Blue Hills Parkway – recommended: If possible, upgrade bike lanes to a multi-use path, add crosswalks, 

extend trail along median. 

Representative Timilty and Senator Joyce collaborated to allocate up to $10 million to rebuild Blue Hills 

Parkway in the 2014 Transportation Bond Bill. 

 Truman Parkway / Brush Hill Road – recommended: complete the Neponset Greenway, add signalized 

crosswalks to get to and from the Greenway, add sharrows or a bike lane in the northbound direction, and 

implement a lane diet on the northbound section between Amor and Blue Hill Avenue. With two travel 

lanes and a parking lane, there is no room for people to get in and out of cars, or to safely pull out of side 

streets or driveways. 

 Neponset Valley Parkway – recommended: a multi-use path beside the road (upgrade the worn-out 

sidewalk), add crosswalks and a stop light 

 Unquity Road, Chickatawbut Road, Hillside Street, and Blue Hill River Road – recommended: increase 

the width of the shoulders, add share-the road signage and sharrows 

MassDOT 

 Granite Avenue – recommended: a multi-use path beside the road plus wider shoulders.  There should be 

signage on the highway offramps warning motorists of pedestrians and cyclists. 

Representative Timilty and Senator Joyce collaborated to allocate up to $10 million to rebuild Granite 

Avenue in the 2014 Transportation Bond Bill. 

 Blue Hill Avenue – recommended: bike lanes south of Victoria Street, sharrows north of Victoria Street.  

The section between Amor Street and Meadowview Road appears to have an unused shoulder (west side) 

that could accommodate a sidewalk or multi-use trail in the future. 

 Randolph Avenue – recommended: In the long term, upgrade the sidewalk on the west side of the road 

into a wider multi-use path 

 Interstate highways – Future maintenance and upgrades should address pedestrian and cyclist interactions 

at onramps and offramps, and allow for safe crossings at bridges and tunnels. 

 Railroads – Future maintenance, upgrades and abandonments should address pedestrian and cyclist 

interactions, and if possible allow for the development of protected bike/ped trails along rights-of-way. 
 

For maximum cost-effectiveness, we recommend that bicycle accommodations be included when road 

work is planned.  In particular, when utility companies plan projects such as underground pipeline or 

powerline installation or improvements, they should submit a plan for restoring the road surface and 

including bicycle and pedestrian accommodations. 
 

When signalized intersections are reconstructed, they should include traffic detectors that are optimized 

to detect bicycles. 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Connections to Other Communities 
 

Cyclists, whether traveling recreationally or for transportation, travel between communities.  This Strava 

GPS map shows routes that Strava’s members ride to and from Milton.  Milton is already more bike-

friendly than most surrounding neighborhoods, which is one reason why Milton bike routes are so 

heavily traveled. 
 

Disclaimer: The data set is biased toward upscale cyclists.  Cyclists in Quincy, Dorchester, Mattapan 

and Hyde Park tend to be blue-collar and fewer of them use this service so they are not represented on 

the Strava GPS map.  Observations will show that there are more people biking for transport in these 

communities than in Milton, even if they are not recorded on this map.  However, this map does show 

that there are relatively few connections between Milton and neighboring communities.  These 

bottlenecks need to be designed to be safe for all users. 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Connections to Other Communities 
 

Recommendations for improved connections to neighboring communities: 
 

 Blue Hill Avenue connecting to Boston at Mattapan (DCR / MassDOT) 

Too many lanes packed into too little space, traffic crossing multiple lanes, confusion at the Eliot 

Street stoplight, some crosswalks have no button to request a crossing, and this will remain as a 

gap in the Neponset Trail once the Central-Mattapan section is built in 2016. 

 Paul’s Bridge: Neponset Valley Parkway, Brush Hill Road and Milton Street (DCR / MassDOT) 

The area has ball fields which are heavily used.  There are no pedestrian crosswalks, poor sight 

lines, travel lanes disappear or are very narrow and confuse visiting motorists.  This area 

desperately needs pedestrian and cyclist accommodations.  A stop light and crosswalks would be 

an improvement, and there should be more signage warning drivers of sharp turns and narrow 

lanes.  Long term, the intersection should be completely redesigned. 

 Granite Avenue and Squantum Street 

This is a key intersection for East Milton and North Quincy cyclists.  Improvements are needed. 

 East Milton Square 

The square is confusing for drivers and cyclists alike.  A majority of cyclists traveling through 

the square do so on sidewalks because they are uncomfortable with motor vehicles.  Dedicated 

bicycle accommodations and wayfaring signage (directions and bike rack locations) are needed. 

o East Milton: Adams Street to Quincy 

The road is narrow and is not bicycle-friendly.  Improvements are needed. 

o East Milton: Willard and Bryant connections to Quincy 

Cyclists traveling to and from Quincy split between Governors Road, Plymouth Avenue, 

Bryant Avenue and Granite Avenue (Willard Street).  It would be helpful to include 

bicycle accommodations on Bryant and Granite Avenues. 

 The Neponset Greenway / Truman Parkway is good for biking, but it does have a gap in Hyde 

Park, which is somewhat of a barrier to family-friendly bicycling.  Cyclists can use the sidewalk, 

but it is narrow and the concrete slabs are misaligned, making for an unsafe ride.  We 

recommend working with DCR and the City of Boston to implement a lane diet in both 

directions between Fairmount and Dana Avenues.  This will leave room for bike lanes as well as 

a safety buffer for motorists pulling out of driveways and side streets. 

 Randolph Avenue  

Randolph Avenue in Randolph is slated for improvements, as budgeted in the 2014 

Transportation Bond Bill.  The highway interchange ramps should include signage alerting 

motorists to pedestrian/bicycle traffic.  Although Randolph Avenue is a main road connecting to 

the south, it sees only moderate cyclist use, most likely because it is not a friendly road to bike 

on.  We recommend wider shoulders between Reedsdale and Chickatawbut, improvements to the 

intersection with Chickatawbut Road, and in the long-term, improving the sidewalk on the west 

side of the road to make it into a true multi-use path.  A signalized crosswalk might be helpful in 

light of the recent pedestrian fatality. 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Connections to Other Communities 
 

Recommendations for improved connections to neighboring communities: 
 

 Claire Saltonstall Bikeway 

The Saltonstall Bikeway connects Boston to Provincetown, and routes cyclists through Milton 

via Neponset Valley Parkway and Route 138. 

 East Coast Greenway 

Once the Neponset Greenway and the I-95 interchange trail are completed, this will open the 

door to connect Milton to all destinations on the East Coast Greenway, which stretches from 

Maine to Florida.  The current route loops out through the metro-west area, but traveling through 

Milton would be the more direct route and would benefit local businesses (Central Avenue, 

Milton Village and hypothetical bed-and-breakfast inns). 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Town Trail Network 
 

Communities like Wellesley and Lexington have extensive town trail networks that allows residents to 

travel between homes, schools, train stations, ball fields, libraries, restaurants and many more 

destinations.  These networks serve as safe routes for children to go to school, and they also enhance the 

livability, appeal and home values in these communities. 
 

Milton has several scattered trails, and also the Blue Hills trail network.  The Pine Tree Brook trail is the 

most extensive town trail, connecting two neighborhoods with the high school and (almost) the middle 

school. 
 

 
Cyclists riding on the Pine Tree Brook Path 
 

Recommended improvements: 

 Adopt a memorable name for easy recognition 

 Add wayfaring signs with maps at all road intersections 

 Extend the trail along Blue Hills Parkway to connect to the Tucker elementary school, and add a 

crosswalk where the trail crosses the Parkway 

 Extend the trail from Thatcher Street to Turner’s Pond (sidewalk or multi-use trail) 

 Extend the Pine Tree Brook Trail from Glover elementary school to the Neponset Greenway 

 Turn the old abandoned Old Colony Granite Railroad (town-owned) into an historic site and 

waterfront trail that connects to Quincy’s Neponset Riverwalk 

 Build a multi-use trail beside Granite Avenue to connect to the Old Colony Railway trail and to 

the Neponset Greenway and points north in Dorchester 

 Determine if a waterfront access trail could be negotiated with homeowners, to connect between 

Milton Village and East Milton 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Town Trail Network 
 

Recommended improvements (continued): 

 Explore whether the Pine Tree Brook path can connect to the Blue Hills Reservation through the 

Boy Scouts of America’s Camp Sayre 

 Explore whether the Harland Street Conservation Area could include trails 

 If utility companies install or upgrade facilities such as pipelines, power lines, radio/cellular 

tower access paths, etc., consider requiring the addition of, or upgrades to existing local trails  

 Trail signage to include the Burma Road (Fowl Meadow) trail which will connect to University 

Avenue train/retail/residential area when the I-95 interchange is rebuilt 

 Trail signage to include Blue Hills trails and access to Canton, Quincy and Randolph 

 Cleanup of toxic waste at dam sites along the Neponset River, and improved access to the river. 

 

Regional Trail Network 
 

There are many nearby trails that exist, are being built, or have been proposed.  Town planners should 

be aware of these routes and how town routes connect to them.  Local trails become much more useful 

when they connect to practical destinations. 
 

Milton should plan to link to neighboring trails, including: 

 Quincy Neponset Riverwalk via the Old Colony Granite Railroad right-of-way 

 Proposed Dedham Greenway via the Neponset Greenway 

 Proposed Fairmount Greenway Corridor via the Neponset Greenway 

 Proposed East Coast Greenway Old Colony Branch via the Burma Road trail 

 Proposed Furnace Brook Parkway Greenway via East Milton and the Blue Hills Reservation 
 

 
Local trails extend to downtown Boston and beyond. 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Regional Trail Network 
 

This illustration shows partial plans for a metropolitan Boston trail network. 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Bike Parking 
 

Bike parking is necessary because people don’t want their bike to be stolen while they are at their 

destination.  We recommend installing bike racks at these locations: 

 Business districts 

 Large employers (consider a zoning requirement) 

 Multi-unit housing (consider a zoning requirement) 

 Schools and colleges (public and private) 

 Library 

 Churches 

 Train stations 

 Playgrounds and parks 
 

Specific areas in need of bike racks: 

 Playgrounds and parks 

o Milton parks and playgrounds:  

Shields Park, Turner’s Pond, Andrews Park, Cunningham Field, Peverly Park 

o Blue Hills at Houghton’s Pond 

o Hutchinson Field (Trustees of Reservations) 

o Milton High School ball field 

o Milton Healthcare ball field 

 Glover elementary school  

(proximity to Turner’s Pond path results in very high bike participation) 

 The Milton Public Library has a bike rack, but with their limited parking and their youth 

clientele, they could use more bike parking. 
 

We recommend the installation of secure ‘Pedal & Park’ bicycle cages at Mattapan and Fairmount 

MBTA stations.  Although these are not located in Milton, many Milton residents use these stations, and 

having secured, card-access storage will help to increase security and confidence for Milton cyclists, and 

reduce motor-vehicle traffic on local roads. 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Business Districts and Streetscapes 
 

Business Districts 
 

Business districts benefit when people walk, bike or take transit.  Traffic studies have shown that 

between 25-30% of bicyclists traveling through the Central Avenue business district stop at local 

businesses.  This is a higher ratio than motorists, who are more likely to be traveling to other, more 

distant destinations. 
 

Suggestions to make business districts more attractive and popular: 

 Make sidewalks wider so they can be more inviting, with destination uses like al fresco dining. 

 Install water bubblers for joggers, cyclists and dog walkers to hydrate.  This is an appealing 

attraction that is popular and useful in places like the Blue Hills Reservation, Needham center 

and Concord center. 

 Include public restrooms, which allow local shoppers to be more comfortable and spend more 

time in the area, much like Concord center has. 

 Include park benches or other seating to make people feel comfortable and welcome and spend 

more time in the business district. 

 Trees for shade and landscaping to make the area more inviting. 

 Bike racks can provide users with parking closer to their destinations than car parking spots can. 

 

Streetscapes 
 

Some of Milton’s streets date back before cars, and were designed for people and horses, then retrofitted 

for motor vehicles.  Other streets are more recent and were designed only for cars.  Yet all of Milton’s 

streets (except the interstate highway) are residential roads, which have some level of pedestrian and 

bicycle activity. 
 

General streetscape recommendations: 

 Traffic calming measures 

o Curb bumpouts to slow cars at intersections, but not so much as to endanger cyclists 

 Striping to narrow the travel lanes, making drivers travel more slowly 

 Add more crosswalks with signals 

 Improve the sidewalk network; repair old and worn-out sidewalks, which may pose fall hazards, 

especially to elderly pedestrians. 

 Wayfaring signage at major intersections for directions and distances to business districts and 

detailed trail signage at trailheads. 

 Granite curbstones should not have sharp edges, and should not be more than 4 inches above the 

road surface, as this can be hazardous if cyclists are forced too close to the curb. 
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Recommendations – Engineering: 
Hubway Bike Share 
 

MassDOT data show that the area nearest to the trolley line has the lowest motor vehicle travel distances 

per household.  Many residents walk to the trains.  Residents from farther away drive to the trains, but 

there is limited parking.  The addition of a bike share network like Hubway can help commuters reach 

their destinations faster and without creating parking problems. 
 

By strategically locating bike share docks in the densest residential neighborhoods and at train stations 

(trolley and Fairmount commuter lines) and business districts, the town could reduce parking problems.  

Bike share is less expensive than installing extra parking. 
 

If bike share is implemented, it would need corporate sponsors.  BIDMC-Milton and Reebok (Canton) 

might be candidates, as the health value of bike share may align with their business interests. 
 

This map shows some suggested bike share station locations, situated in some of the more densely 

populated areas of town and surrounding communities. 

 
 

Justification for bike share: This image compares the amount of space needed by 40 people in cars, on a 

bus or on bikes.  Consider a recent study showing that each East Milton parking space costs over $4000, 

which suggests that in a space-constrained area like this, use of transit and bikes make sense. 
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Recommendations – Education: 
 

The Milton Public Schools currently participate in the Safe Routes to School program.  This provides 

education on bicycling and bike safety to elementary school students. 
 

Benefits of the program include teaching skills that support health and fitness, safety, mobility and 

independence.  In addition, this helps to reduce traffic by encouraging children and families to walk or 

bike to school instead of driving. 
 

Another benefit of the program is that it helped to earn the Glover school a new signalized crosswalk, 

which will be installed near the intersection of Brook Road and Canton Avenue.  This will help ensure 

the safety of children at this busy intersection. 
 

 
The Glover elementary school almost always has the most children biking to school.  The six bike racks 

are often full.  We believe that this can be attributed in part to parent participation, and also to the fact 

that the school is next to the Turner’s Pond path, a safe off-road route that families can walk or bike on 

from throughout the neighborhood. 
 

The Bicycle Advisory Committee and/or the town’s bicycle coordinator should partner with local 

organizations to provide and promote adult bicycle safety training. 
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Recommendations – Encouragement: 
 

Encouragement: Creating a strong bike culture that welcomes and celebrates bicycling 
 

Local organizations already host numerous local bicycle events.  By creating local and regional 

infrastructure, providing education and enforcement to make people comfortable biking in Milton, and 

partnering with the Bicycle Advisory Committee, the town can encourage more bicycling. 
 

 
A scene from the Bikes Not Bombs Bike-A-Thon on Adams Street. 
 

Local organizations hosting bicycle events: 

 Boston Natural Areas Network 

 MassPaths 

 Blue Hills Cycling Club 

 New England Mountain Bike Association 

 Milton Bicycle Advisory Committee 

 Mary B. Wakefield Foundation 

 Urban Adventours (Boston) 

 Mattapan Food and Fitness Coalition 

 Bike to the Beach 

 Ashmont Cycles (Dorchester) 

 Landrys Bicycles (Braintree) 
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Recommendations – Enforcement: 
 

Enforcement helps to ensure the roads are safe for all users. 
 

 
The Milton Police maintain a visible presence which helps serve as a traffic calming measure. 
 

MassBike has advocated for and helped enact laws for safe bicycling 

 Responsibilities of cyclists: General Laws of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Chapter 85, 

Section 11B. 

 Responsibilities of motorists: MGL Chapter 89, Section 2 and Chapter 90, Section 14 
 

The Milton Police Department has been trained on these laws, and should continue training to keep 

current with any future changes to the law. 
 

We recommend that the Milton Police should conduct stops to help raise cyclists’ awareness of the laws, 

especially with respect to using lights at night and obeying traffic rules. 
 

We recommend a focus on enforcement of motor vehicle speeding and distracted driving. 
 

The police have traditionally allowed the Bicycle Advisory Committee to auction off abandoned 

bicycles each year.  The Committee is grateful for this gesture, which provides funds for event 

promotions, maps, the Bike to Market program and more.  We recommend that this partnership 

continue. 
 

Wherever possible, the Milton Police should participate in programs to promote local bicycle safety, 

such as helmet giveaway grants and safety training. 
 

The Massachusetts State Police have jurisdiction on many of the town’s state-owned properties, from 

parkways to the Blue Hills Reservation and the Neponset Greenway.  They have been responsive to 

safety and security concerns in those areas. 
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Recommendations – Evaluation and Planning: 
 

Evaluation & Planning: Planning for bicycling as a safe and viable transportation option 
 

The town should designate a Bicycle Coordinator.  This role would require a fractional part-time 

commitment from a town employee for the purpose of “promoting and facilitating the increased use of 

nonmotorized modes of transportation, including developing facilities for the use of pedestrians and 

bicyclists and public education, promotional, and safety programs for using such facilities.”   
 

In practice, this person would coordinate bicycle activities and communications, ensure the DPW and 

state agencies meet guidelines for bike/ped accommodations, and ensure the town follows its Master 

Plan goals. 
 

The Bicycle Coordinator and/or a member of the Bicycle Advisory Committee should participate in the 

Traffic Commission meetings. 
 

The town should measure bicycle traffic rates, track over time and compare the changes to the 

infrastructure and promotional programs. 
 

The town should partner with local organizations to conduct the bike and pedestrian counts.  Bike counts 

should be conducted semi-annually at key intersections around town, as well as at the schools, 

preferably on a monthly basis.  Potential study partners might include: 

 Boy scouts / Girl scouts 

 Public school community service programs 

 Local college urban planning departments 
 

The town should consider zoning to require multi-unit residences to include bike parking, and 

businesses of specific sizes to include bike parking and bike-friendly accommodations like showers. 
 

Project Funding: 
 

With careful planning, many bicycle accommodations like bike lanes and sharrows can be installed 

during regular road maintenance projects.  In other cases, such facilities should be supported by utilities 

as they resurface roads (or trails) after construction or maintenance projects.  Some projects may be 

covered by town, state or federal funds, with the support of legislators.  Private grants may also be 

secured for projects like public health initiatives.  The town may also consider adopting the Community 

Preservation Act to fund investments that benefit the community, as towns like Scituate have. 

 

Recommendations – Equity: 
 

The unspoken 6
th

 “E” is equity.  Milton’s Tucker neighborhood is the only one with a large minority 

population.  In addition, traffic studies have found that the vast majority of local cyclists are male.  

Many women we have spoken with express concern that they feel the roads are not safe enough for them 

to ride, especially with their children. 
 

The town should consider ways to increase opportunities for residents of all ages to participate socially 

and economically in the community, regardless of income, gender or ability. Greater choice of travel 

modes also increases independence, especially among seniors and children.  Improvements to bicycle 

and pedestrian access generally help people who are typically underrepresented. 


